
Editorial Note 

 

1) The editorial team of the journal suggests to use the following title of the article: “DIGITAL AND ELECTRONIC 

TRANSACTIONS AGAINST VOM: STUDY OF THE EMERGING ECONOMY” in order to increase the readability of 

your paper and the citation rate. 

 

2) In order to enhance the readability of the manuscript, please provide in the section «Abstract» more detailed 

description of the research problem, purpose of the research, methodology used, main findings of the paper, 

conclusion, relevance of the paper. The appropriate length would be 150-200 words. 

 

3) It is preferable that the „Abstract” contains 1-2 in-text citations of the sources mentioned in the list of references 

that the research is based on or that the research contributes to. 

 

4) In order to enhance the readability of the paper, please add in the section “Introduction” more detailed description 

of the main research subject: In the Introduction, is it recommended to indicate literature gap(s), research aim(s) and 

question(s), the theoretical/conceptual framework applied, relevance and significance of the study, research 

methodology used, main findings/contributions. 

 

5) Please modify the last paragraph of the “Introduction” section in the following way.  

(e.g. The structure of this paper is as follows. Section 2 reviews the relevant literature. Section 3 analyses the 

methodology that has been used to conduct empirical research on...) 

 

6) It’s not recommended to include tables and figures in the “Introduction” section, so, if possible, please place them 

in other sections of the paper. 

 

7) As for the section “THEORETICAL CONSIDERATION”, it is important to add a few more references of the recent 

years (2021, 2020, 2019, 2018 and 2017) in order to make the paper more citable. In addition, it is suggested to name 

it “THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK”. 

 

8) “Methodology” section should also contain description of alternative methods that would be suitable for 

conducting the research. In general, please, provide more detailed description of methodology, because currently it’s 

quite short. 

 

9) We recommend specifying more deeply why this paper is important for future research (section “Conclusion”) and 

whether there are some limitations of the research. In general, please, provide more detailed conclusions, because 

currently they are quite short. 

 

10) You are kindly asked not to cite and include in the list of references papers published in the Journal of 

Governance and Regulation as it increases the journal self-citation level that is not recommended according to the 

publishing ethics and standards. 

 

11) Please make sure that all the references cited in the paper are included in the reference list. 

 

12) Please provide editable version of figures. 

 

13) The paper requires English proofreading (language and typos) so that your paper may be read and cited by a wide 

audience of readers throughout the world.  

If you want the team of Virtus Interpress to do English proofreading of your paper, you may order this service at a 

moderate fee (90 EURO). We’ll do this work professionally, qualitatively and within a short period of time (up to one 

week). 

 




